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Replace paper test documents and manual report generation with smart commissioning. The online information system enables seamless and secure communication between site and office locations.

Filling out paper test documents on site and manually entering data to generate progress reports is time-consuming and often fails to give a complete project overview. The smart commissioning online information system for installation, commissioning and startup offers seamless communication between site and office locations. Smart commissioning runs in on- and offline modes on popular mobile and desktop devices, enabling test documents to be quickly completed and distributed virtually. The photo attachment function enables the inclusion of additional on-site information. Processes and workflows are defined and consistently followed by process monitoring functionalities, while the multi-user system logs precisely who checks each document and when. A VPN firewall for data transfer ensures safety and security is maximized. Automatic report generation removes the need for manual data entry.

Benefits
- Offline system availability
- Multi-user capability
- Running on all popular devices
- Tamper-proof (biometric signature)
- Automatic generation of process reports
- Electronic documentation